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Annex 2 : Technical Background

1.1 Reliable, green and relevant Networks and Infrastructure
In the coming years, the ever-increasing demand from customers will impact the network, and new 
technologies will be introduced for transmission, (broadband) connectivity, switching, routing, 
naming/addressing, storage and execution. To ensure industrial impact, the PPP-X will address these 
new technologies, but also the architectures for the networks to be operated with these new 
technologies in conjunction with the legacy ones.

More specifically, needs for advanced networking will increase drastically in coming few years with 
dramatic increases in the number of connected objects, higher data rate, demands for pervasive 
access to information from users, delinearised content, etc. This will make users’ behaviours strongly 
network-dependent. 

The future networks will thus have to support very demanding  connectivity characteristics and to bind 
connectivity with smart mediation. Telcos will complement their role of network service provider with a 
new role:  infrastructure service provider integrating network,  storage, and execution services. All 
these new infrastructure components will have to be studied together so as to guarantee an optimized 
architecture and engineering. Since all these features will evolve in different timescales, the PPP-X will 
implement a flexible program responding to industrial and market needs.

Vision : In ten years from now, the operator infrastructure could be massively based on undedicated 
and programmable hardware that will offer resources for transport, routing, storage and execution. 
Network equipment will become "computing equivalent" equipment that gathers programmable 
resources based on virtualization technologies.

Topics
o green ICT: reducing environmental impact and energy consumption generated during the 

phases of design, production and use of components, networks, services and products 
o Broadband connectivity & Seamless connectivity: Ubiquitous connectivity with 

suitable bandwidth is a major requirement in the Internet arena as well as in many 
industrial arenas. Additionally it is very important for many applications to assure 
seamless connectivity of moving mobile nodes also guaranteeing some QoS level. This 
requires appropriate wireless communication technologies together with suitable overall 
communication network architectures.

o Efficient, Dependable and autonomic networks: New network architectures and 
elements, networks management and control mechanisms making sure that the future 
networking technologies support the communication services required in the industrial 
domains. Prominent examples for such services are deterministic communication, ultra 
reliable communication and highly secure communication. 
At the same time assure a maximum resource usage and sustainability in all aspects. 
Reduce costs in deployment and operation, and make then flexible and adaptable to  
evolving user needs. Provide mechanisms to make infrastructures and services  
sustainable in social, environmental and financial terms

o Interoperable and flexible virtualised infrastructures: comprising computational and 
storage resources (cloud), together with network components and services, offering a 
consistent interface and able to adapt to user requirements 

o Towards Internet of Things:
o IP/IT down to the field: Already today, many of the “tiny” devices (“things” in the 

IoT) are able to participate as an own entity in the overall IT system by making 
use of widely accepted and applied IP and IT technologies. Following this 
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approach further down the road will allow for much more flexible systems and will 
open up the range of feasible services and applications.

o Managing all IoT components: Consequently following the “IP/IT down to the 
field” and the “IoT” approach requires Network & Device Management systems 
which are capable to efficiently and cost effectively handle the sheer amount of 
components while supporting multi-stakeholder scenarios and reflecting the 
inherent system dynamics.

o Value-added Network Services: develop through a functional enrichment (storage, 
performance, service enablers...) the value and attractiveness of European networks 
towards service providers / content providers. 

o User-centric infrastructures: Quick adaption to the user needs. Provide an enhanced 
connectivity experience: One user, one profile, many accesses, many devices, different 
kinds of contents and usage

o New economic models: with specific emphasis on collaborative and open models, such 
as federations and marketplaces.

o SOA for all Layers: To reach to the next level of development and operation of complex 
systems, Service oriented Architecture (SOA) principles, proven in the enterprise domain, 
in conjunction with Data centric Architectures can be used as core design concepts on all 
layers in a comprehensive way. The different context and requirements of systems for 
Energy, Industry and Healthcare has to be taken into account as these domains differ 
significantly from the Enterprise domain. SOA solutions and techniques require significant
adaptation to meet the relevant constrains in terms of real-time, limited hardware 
resources, predictability, reliability and availability.

1.2 From Data to smartness : Building data value  
Commissioned by EMC, the “IDC Digital Universe Study: Extracting Value from Chaos” from the year 
2011 estimates that in 2012 we will already have access to more than two zettabytes of data 
worldwide (zetta corresponds to 1021). That is an inconceivably large amount of data that will continue 
to grow. By the year 2020, the study predicts that there will be 50 times more data than in 2012.
An increasing number of small systems – often just individual, network-capable sensors – have their 
own IP addresses, communicate with each other in the “Internet of Things,” and hence contribute to 
the flood of data.
New knowledge can arise if information is correlated in a suitable manner. It is very difficult for people 
to read machine data, and it is impossible for them to quickly analyze large volumes of data. 

Companies, scientific labs, and many other organizations are facing an explosion in the quantity of 
data that is being produced and the software techniques for extracting value from this data are not 
keeping pace. As a result, they are missing fantastic opportunities to build data value based on 
analysis and mining. For example, this may be the case for a web company that  is unable to extract, 
from the buying patterns of its customers, key behaviour trends. Another example may be a physics 
lab that cannot verify a theoretical hypothesis in huge volumes of experimental data. One can regularly 
observe applications facing the difficulties of processing large volumes of the following
(non--‐exhaustive) kinds of data:

• Open data and linked data in particular coming from government initiatives;
• Company data, e.g., in supermarkets, telecom, transportation;
• Web data for all kinds of surveillance from business intelligence to climate crisis
management.1

Scientific data coming from experiments or simulations;

Topics 

                                                          
1 ISTAG report on 2020 key software technologies
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o Analysis, Linkage and Interpretation of Data: The help of automated procedures and 
services that can analyze, link, and interpret the data in a suitable manner will be essential 
in order to control the flood of information. The Internet needs to be enhanced to act as a 
smart knowledge platform for manifold vertical domains.

o Service Marketplace: sharing, dealing and orchestrating vertical data-driven services like 
o decision support
o prediction/forecasting
o optimization of logistics and operations
o monitoring, diagnosis, localization, configuration of systems/fleets/infrastructure
o control and automation
o reduction of energy consumption and emissions

o Big database: storage, heterogeneous and unstructured data management, data mining, 
computational power  

o Data intensive distributed computing
o Semantic-based data integration: Semantic models will play a key role in the Future 

Internet to handle the machine processing of facts and their correlations. The quality of 
the model influences how well a machine will be able to “understand” information at a later 
point. The new services will only meet our requirements if they are based upon high-
quality, mature, and error-free semantic models. Only if large parts of semantic models 
can be created and adapted automatically will their use generate a positive benefit.

o Reasoning in a huge-scale distributed environment
o Advanced data analytics based on artificial intelligence: Approaches from artificial 

intelligence like data mining, machine learning or neurolinguistic programming have to be 
integrated and adopted for the Future Internet to process the huge amounts of data and 
information automatically. Full text search mechanisms will be enhanced into business 
intelligence platforms for handling unstructured information by offering intelligent question 
answering and decision support functions. Pattern recognition, predictive analytics and 
reasoning services integrated into smart agents will help to get insights out of the data. 
Visual analytics technologies and intelligent approaches to filter information dependent on 
users’ context need to be used to provide the right information at the right time.

o Complex Event Processing and data stream processing: For industrial purposes data 
has often to be processed in real-time. So approaches have to be enhanced to speed up 
and paralyze the processing of data distributed via the Future Internet. Methods to detect, 
to analyze and to process events in continuous data streams substitute or supplement 
e.g. rule-based and data-warehouse approaches.

o Surveillance of dynamic and mobile data
o Data as infrastructure: Make data access, management and aggregation an integral

part of the IT infrastructure, much as network access or basic Internet services  are now. 
Provide the necessary underlying mechanisms to facilitate collection, trust, 
interoperability, usability and security

o Interoperability of data, techniques, and methods across tasks and scenarios.
o Private life property rights and individual rights respect: data access, anonymisation, 

privacy and data traceability. 

Algorithms : align the ability of data analysis algorithms towards the new constraints generated by the 
treatment of massive data collections (heterogeneity, multimodality, size etc..) to enable data driven 
oriented simulation, forecasting, machine learning, pattern recognition, etc.

Big data analytics agents: perform a specific function or set of functions on data sets. They are 
dispatched to appropriate locations and must be security cleared by the receiving data set. 

Context awareness: take the context into account for data that is not related to a user or context and 
present the right data to the right people and devices; qualify information or introduce ontology's filter 

Stream and video analysis : upload or download, research, cross linked any video or image data, full 
content analysis based on video descriptors; all day full time accessibility of any video resource 
anywhere.

Data as a service: make big data (open data) accessible to developers by making easy to create 
applications out of pre-packaged modules tied to a big data backend in a cloud environment
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Full time data availability for better knowledge : increase use of big data through big analytics allows 
better macroscopic knowledge to provide strong microscopic performances 

Widespread use of semantic mechanisms for standardization and normalisation of names and actions 
(neutral definition such as lexicon or dictionary)

Agent activity guided by dynamic definitions of goals and means (scenarios driven)

Scenarios describing the "normal" steps and the main variants of elementary actions

Dialogue between agents at the semantic level (goal-driven and reflection)

Individualization of situations, actors and goals

1.3 Inclusive, Trustworthy and Safe digital world

Cyber incidents are becoming more frequent. In 2011, web-based attacks increased by 36% over one 
year and there was a five-fold increase in companies reporting security incidents with a financial 
impact between 2007 and 2010 (5%-20%). And the risk is growing. In the next decade there is a 10% 
risk of a major Critical Information Infrastructure incident causing more than $250 billion in economic 
damage, according to the World Economic Forum.

Cyber incidents can be triggered by accidents like natural events, human errors, technical failures or 
by more sinister causes such as malicious attacks, economic espionage, terrorism and state-
sponsored activity. They can also have serious consequences for society and the economy when 
affecting critical sectors such as finance, health, energy and transport and erode public trust for 
activities online in general.

As far as Network and Information Systems are concerned, the aim would be to enhance 
preparedness, strengthen the resilience of critical infrastructure as well as to foster a cyber-security 
culture in the EU.2

Today security is often an afterthought. The earlier security is integrated in the design of products,
system and solutions the better and more seemless it will be. Security architecture frameworks, 
blueprints and building blocks for security will support the secure design.

Privacy and safer internet
The main barrier to the take-off of mass market web-based (-in cloud) applications is still believed to 
be people's concerns about the privacy and security of personal data. 
Today many private user do not hesitate to freely give away their private data e.g. to social networks. 
The classical data privacy model of the user obviously does not fit well for this environment. New 
privacy models with new KPIs need to be developed. Forensics for privacy needs to be improved.

Robustness and resilience of large software and web-based application
The ever--‐increasing complexity and openness of software intensive systems forces us to move away 
from the 'intelligent design' approach, which currently rules software engineering. Instead, we must 
open the path for meta--‐design approaches as well as self--‐combining software systems and social 
computation. These approaches will acknowledge the inability of software engineers to foresee all 
possible situations that systems, connected to the open physical world, have to face. So, these 
approaches will focus on building software entities that have the ability to collaborate and 
spontaneously search for new design solutions in an autonomous and decentralized fashion. Natural 
phenomena and concepts from complex systems will be a major source of inspiration for 
unconventional models of architecture, communication and computation. We can expect to see a 
move towards continuous development instead of maintenance. It will be important that the new 
design solutions guarantee non--‐functional properties such as quality--‐of--‐service, security, privacy, 
etc… They should also support traceability of changes between code, requirements and reasons to 
ensure that improvements and adaptations are preserved through these changes.3

                                                          
2 Press Release “Commission consults on a future EU Network and Information Security legislative initiative”

3 ISTAG report on 2020 key software technologies
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Security of smart networks
Security of future smart networks could become also a founding guideline. A lot of functions need to 
be foreseen for legal interceptions, distributed attack detection (or not), traffic filtering, logs storage. 
Security must be taken into account in very large significance: security regarding the clients, the 
networks and the infrastructures, the administrative authorities. Security could in fact become an 
opportunity for new services with added value that will be hosted in the network: parental control, 
firewall, certified authentication, virtual locker...Besides, it is important to enlarge the concept of 
security, introducing pervasive security: Security cannot be any longer a matter of keeping “the 
inside”  out of reach of “the outside”. The borders between these two become completely blurred in 
open, highly heterogeneous, distributed environments, and it is necessary to make security a 
pervasive feature of the IT infrastructure
A final issue of importance is that of security in such a smart networks. A globally recognized 
certification process and toolset allowing both customers and providers to assess services deployed 
end to end on a smart infrastructure is still lacking. The problem of assuring a secure service is 
important both for the end customer who will actually use the service and for the infrastructure provider 
who has to be ensured on the security of the deployed service.
Using clouds increases security threats
With cloud technologies potentially huge amount of sensitive data will be located centrally. The user 
looses more and more control of his data which poses challenges for data security and data privacy to 
prevent Orwell “1984” like scenarios

Trustworthy operation of critical infrastructures 
Smart Grids, Transportation (e.g. Rail) networks, Manufacturing networks, Healthcare networks and 
other critical infrastructures use more and more Internet technologies and are increasingly connected 
to other networks and even the Internet. Because of this they are vulnerable to classical hacking 
attacks.

Security regulations and norms
Many regulations are upcoming but need to be consolidated. National laws have only limited effect 
because national borders are no border for data any more. The goal is to have cross-border, cross-
organizational security measures. European and worldwide initiatives must be supported. One 
example is the protection profile for smart metering where different approaches are ongoing in 
Germany (BSI) and internationally.

Topics

o Security components: components dedicated to security, advanced low-cost 
autonomous sensors 

o Components security: design and evaluation of security components, security properties 
of computing components, security protocol stacks (RFID…)

o Software security : security of software foundation (secured OS, virtualization and 
partitioning, security middleware), formal proof of security properties, secured 
management of scalability

o Security of ICT systems / Enabling and protecting critical infrastructures: 
Robustness, resilience, security of hardware / software / hybrid architectures for 
embedded systems, management of complex systems, end to end security, emergence of 
hybrid / complex systems, cloud computing 
In the future critical infrastructures will increasingly interact which poses challenges for 
security. 

o Critical infrastructures have strong real time requirements for operation. High 
performance solutions for security are necessary to be able to process 
potentially huge amounts of data. As classical enterprise security measures (like 
patches, regular virus scans) often conflict with the real time (and safety) 
requirements new measures must be developed to protect critical 
infrastructures. 
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o Reliable methods for enabling real time assessment of the security level of 
networks and systems need to be developed. 

o Early automatic detection of attacks and start of instant countermeasures is 
required.

o The identity of billions of networked persons, machines and devices needs to be 
managed and protected. 

o Embedded devices (e.g. sensors in IoT with limited processing power) need to be 
securely integrated.

o Identity management: Integral digital identity: From identity management infrastructures 
to seamless mechanisms for defining and enforcing access rights, including new 
authentication methods and  identity exchange supporting different levels of assurance 
and  federation mechanisms. Integrated and open accounting systems for enhanced 
accountability, auditability, diagnostics, incident handling, and support to digital reputation 
mechanisms

o Easy and flexible security : To be accepted security must be easy, “Plug and Play” 
security is required. Security infrastructures must be flexible (e.g. PKI with top-down as 
well as bottom-up approaches)

o Secure transactions 
As more and more complex transactions are done over the Internet, measures to prevent 
fraud will become even more important.

o New cryptographic technologies
Some examples:
o Develop innovative cryptographic technologies, e.g. “homomorphic encryption”. 

Privacy concerns can be addressed if users encrypt the data they submit to the 
cloud. If homomorphic encryption is used, servers in the cloud can perform 
meaningful operations on the data, even if it is encrypted. There are first 
approaches but today there is no scheme suited for practical use.

o E.g. for sensors new security methods for low power devices are required.
o For IP protection cost effective “integrated” authentication devices, e.g. secure 

RFID need to be developed and promoted.
o Protecting the intellectual properties

Abuse of IPRs is common within the Internet. Recent approaches (e.g. DRM for audio and 
video) did not succeed. New models are required which protect the IPR owners but do not 
restrict legitimate users.


